Flying Dog Training & Event Center LLC
(UPDATED IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE
THE COVIDCOVID-19 VIRUS & PANDEMIC)
PANDEMIC)
We want you to have a safe, friendly and effective learning environment while you are here.
So there are safety Mind-Your-Manners For The Outside Training Ring
* All dogs on leash at all times except when working.
* Parking is not in front of the facility or in front of the gate to the outside training field.
All parking is along the tree line across from the training field.
* Potty Area is only in the field where posted.
* Pick up after your dog. There is a dog waste can and bags next to the building. Do not allow
your dog to pee on the building or trash cans. No dog walking behind or on the other side
of the building. Also do not venture into the woods paths (This is private property)
* No swimming in the Pond (sorry doggies) :(
* Only one person per ring rental & private lesson - sorry no sharing, children or guest.
* Training in the outside ring bring your own crate or work out of your car. There will be no
chairs, crates, water bowls or water. Feel free to bring your own and take away.
* After training in the outdoor practice field, take a few minutes and walk the grass ring
to make sure your dog did not leave anything behind (this includes dog waste). There will be
antiseptic spray and paper towel for you to use for hand sanitizer and wiping equipment. We
have ampted up extra cleaning with more frequent cleaning sessions.
* Training in the inside facility. Check our Mind-Your-Manners For The Inside
(Inside training and ring rental may not be available at this time)
* Do not move the contact equipment and if you lower any contacts, put back to normal height
before leaving. If you add to or remove tunnels, jumps etc. put back like you found it, when
you came.
* Weather Conditions: Outdoor ring might be too wet for rental. Please call 609-605-7519
email 321flyingdog@gmail.com to confirm availability if you are signed up for rental.
* Speed Limit coming in and going is SLOW and stay on the driveway.
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